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Land & People

➊
1) A

2) C

3) C

4) B

5) A

➋
1) Russian; 2) 1989;

3) size; economies

➌
1) 6; PD, PNL, PSD, The Conservative Party, UDMR, PRM
2) Key words: poor condition, unemployment, traditional customs
Chapter

02

Values & Attitudes

➊
1) C

2) A

3) A

➋
1) Bran Castle
2) fervently patriotic; cynical
3) poor
4) cell phone; designer labels
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➌
1) Because they regard moving air as a phobia.
2) Because most Romanians grew up under a corrupt system, and tried
to outsmart it in little ways.
Chapter

03

Customers & Traditions

➊
1) C

2) C

3) A

➋
1) Women’s Day
2) Universitate
3) Easter
4) Pork
5) rice, and vegetables
➌
1) On this day, children’s boots, which have been polished and left out
the night before, are traditionally filled with small presents, and
sometimes a stick to warn the little ones to behave well for the year
ahead.
2) Many people attend church on Christmas Eve, which is also the time
when they put up and decorate the tree.
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Chapter

04

Making Friends

➊
1) extension		
2) backseat
3) the local area
4) foreigners
5) unavoidable
➋
1) I kiss your hand.
2) Countryside.
3) Yes.
4) Russian and French.
➌
1) The prevailing education system provides Romanians with
such skills as problem solving instead of dependent and critical
thinking. The reason lies in that the old government wants to foster
such talents such as engineers insteand of talents with inquisitive minds.
2) Immersed in American and Western culture through music, TV, and
film, they have a constant supply of English to absorb. They are also
extremely well motivated, keenly aware that to get a good, highly paid
job they will either need to leave the country or work in a multinational
company in Romania, with English skills being vital in either case.
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Chapter

05

The Romanians at Home

➊
1) mother
2) sandwich
3) Communist
4) shoes
5) conservative
➋
1) Mom prepares breakfast, then everyone head off to school or work.
2) Sarmala; salata de vinete; mici; ciorba de burta
➌
1) No, because Romanians are family-bonded. They like to stay at home
and be catered to. They don’t want a long distant from their siblings
and parents.
2) They both have four stages of education; they provide compulsory
education to students between 6 to16.
Chapter

06

Time Out

➊
1) Birt-uri
2) knock the door
3) low
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4) The Black Sea, Bulgaria, Greece
5) Jeans; sneakers
➋
1) 21 days.
2) Romanian would like knock the door while waiting for cubicle.
➌
1) First, because they are enthusiastic in everything from America;
second because their standards of service, consistency and hygiene
compare favorably with other cheap restaurants.
2) There is no tradition of buying round, and you can split the bill after
the consumption. You should leave a tip slightly below 10%.
Chapter

07

Traveling

➊
1) A

2) D

3) C

4) A

5) B

➋
1) Otopeni / Henri Coanda International
2) underground train system/metro
3) chaotic, dangerous, illogical
4) traffic
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➌
1) Because of their cheapness, frequency and relatively efficiency.
2) Walk away slowly and avoid eye contact.
Chapter

08

Business Briefing

➊
1) C

2) A

3) B

4) C

5) D

➋
1) foreign investment and vote of confidence of EU accession
2) the Dacia Car
3) EU intervention
4) eleven
5) stamp
➌
1) Because Romanians have difficulty in trusting people, they would like
to choose employees from a close-knit circle.
2) Romanians are not encouraged to think independently which mainly
result from education system and working environment while
Chinese in most cases are encouraged to do independent thinking in
education and many jobs.
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Chapter

09

Communicating

➊
1) B

2) D

3) A

4) C

5) D

➋
1) please, thank you
2) dreary
3) Vodafone and Orange
4) magnates (or tycoons, personages)
5) loud and brusque
➌
1) Because the surge of popularity of cell phone.
2) Because of the high price and low speed of internet connection.
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